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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A ten-state nutrition survey, conducted by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare · in 1968-70
(Picardi and Pariser, 1975). showed that children under
seventee n , and especially teenagers, had the highest prevalence of nutr ition problems of all age groups studied,
which incl uded infants through adults.

A large percentage

of the teenagers surveyed_ consumed too little iron,

calcium, and vi t.amin A and, in ma·n y cases, made poor food
choices and unwise use of money to pay for their food.

In the fall of 1975 (Brown, Bergan, and

~~rgo,

1979), dn.ta collected from 278 home economics students

poiut ed out that the deficiencies in teenage diets had not
benn

substanti~lly

altered in the five year interim.

The

nutrient intake of males, with the exceptions of vitamin A
and ascorbic acid, was significantly higher than that of
female s .

The higher nutrient intake levels of

ma le~

were

expluincd by consumption of larger quantities of food.
Lt=.. e:~ of iron was considered a problem for both males and

females,

as was a lack of vitrunin A.

Females were low i n

ca1c:i tifs1 and j_n food energy, where::t s males were not.
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Statement of the Problem
Nutrition information, whether good or bad, is
gathered from a variety of

source~.

A person's first

information about food is usually learned in the home.

The

foods to which one is exposed rep eatedly become familiar
and are considered "good" to eat and al--e most likely

thought of as "good" in the nutritional sense as well
Additional information is obtai ned from

(Marshall, 1972).
advertisement s.

As observed by this researcher, a child is

presented with many

reque~ts

to consume a wide variety

o.~

cere.als and candies while watching favorite television
programs or reading favorite magazines.

The child often

desir es the food as a result of the advertising campaign
and that food may become a staple part of the ctiet.
a~tual

Tbe

nutritive value of the advertised product is not

tnf.:nti.on ed by the advertiser and seems to be virtually ig-

nored by the parents (Johnson, 1965).

As a child grows

old 2:r r:.nd receives less of his/her daily :f.ood in th-2 home,
other pE:!rson.s influence the food choices made.

rreachers in

school, school lunch personnel, and friends all contribute
to the att itu des toward food .

The child either rejects

the s e opini ons or accepts them and assimilates them into
his/he ~'

o•.vn cat ing pat tern (Marshall, 1972) ~

nutr·J.t.i.or.:. :i.nfcrmn.t:ion and ideas are

rec. eivt~d

Thus ,
Jl.. Olll

many

scurcr:s befor(} e-v-er encounterin g nutrition instruetl o n in

a cl;;\..ssrn om .
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Most nutrition courses have been taugh·t by the
traditioual means of lecture, discussion and other in-class
methods in concert with the use of a variety of materials
that have been developed to a i.d the nutrition teacher.
However, many of the techniques used in the . classroom fail
to actively involve the student in hisfher own learning.
The resulting tendency seems to be that the student learns
nu trition concepts well enough to retain the information

for testing , but fails to apply the principles to personal
eC'ti.ng hab1ts (Guthrie, 1978)'.

teache r

is not to be a dispenser of information, but to aid

the

st1.~d.ent

the

ktl()''. ·led.~e

a~

The task of the nutrition

in learning about nutrition in such a way that:

gained will be applied to his /her own diet in

attempt to correct any weaknesses in it.

should be
b~yccd

with

a~le

for~~l

~utrition

The student

to continue to loarn about food and nutrition
schooling and be able to identify and deaJ.
related problems (Barnette and Branca, 1978).

PromJsing techniques of teaching are those which
attempt to secure increased involvement of the students in

thci:r·

O \!:n

:i.J:tstruc.t i<.':n.

Students are given more responsi b11-·

ity in the disco veTy of relevant information rather than

ha.v J.!~f£ all in format ion provided for them with no specific
~:ffort
')~o~Ticl
.L
V ~A, e

&

on their pa~ct.
~n0+~l,ct·
J·~
'-' L
,
v
• \..1 11

.1.. .1.- •~

One such method is having students

+o
others of their own
"'

a~
_e
~-

or younger.
-

'I'hJ s rn~t hod has been used as a means of teach in~; teenagers
about th e responsibilities of parenthood and to crcatH
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awarene ss of the effect pre-natal care or lack of that care

has on an unborn child (Noonan, 1977).
teens teaching others has also
math and reading.

The process of

used in the areas of

be~n

Studies by Csapo (1976) and Dineen,

Clark and Risley (1977), further described in the literature
review chapt0r , have shown that this type of student tutoring benefits both the teen "teacher" and the one being
taugh t .
Object ive of the Study
This researcher first

fel~

the need for teenage

nutrition education beyond the traditional in-class activitie s after teaching several years of home economics at the
high school level.

During discuss ions, students revealed

that they daily consumed only small quantities of food in
01~d er

to lo ::;e weight or remain slim.

Diets leaned heavily

toward meats and carbohydrate foods, and included very few
fruit s and minute quantities of vegetables other than
potat oes.

Students also showed a great reluctanc e to

p:rcpa,rc or

~_;ample

unfamiliar foods in the laboratc-ry, es-

pecially vegetables and milk products.

Discussions with

other teach ers showed these to be common problems in teenage

nutrit j_on.
The researeher observed that the use of games,
exp ~~ri. ments,

le~trt rr::

;.1.11(!

lab

and horr:- ~ pro jects in addition to cl assroom
cLi.s<>:_u-:;~: .. -.;.n

seemed to have litt 1 e or no eff~'et:
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upon teenage students' attitudes toward improved eating
habits.

Therefore, this researcher felt that having

students assume some responsi bility for the nutrition education of others might make . a more lasting impression and
foster an interest in maintaining more nutritionally
balanced diets.
The objective of

of teenage

stude~bs

t~e

study was to see if the diets

w6uld improve as a result of involving

them in their own instruction through the process of teaching nutrition concepts to· others.
Def-inition of Terms
As

~s ed

in this study, the following terms are

defined by the researcher:
Adole scent or teena ge r: a person between the ages of
---thirte en andeighteen .
Dietary:

a record of all food eaten by a person :!.n the
course of one day.

Elementary

studen~:

a student in grades one through six.

Rec.om:-ncnded Di etary Allowances (RDA):
amounts of nutrients
r(2 com.rne nded by the Food and Nutrition Bo2.rd of the

National Research Council, and considered adequate
for ma.ir; t enance of good nutrition in heal thy
per sons 1 n the United States.
Se•:?.OlH~: arv studc lJt :
-~···---· -- ..- '
1 -- ·-·~ - - - -·- - - ·

a student .in grades nine throu gh twe lve.

Trad itional method of teaching:
nutrition course s taught
!.y through lecture, discussion or ot her
fclnLLliar in-class techniques.

~ ·--·------·-:r)i~}ra~:tl~·:;:
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The problem of poor teenage nutrition was ten ·ta-

tively identified by the research~r through informal observation in her home economi cs

classroom~

vege~ables

students were low in

Food selections of

and milk products and par-

ticul a rly high in carbohydrate foods and foods high in fat
content.

Literature surveyed confirmed th at students in the

adolescent · years were indeed consuming less than adcquat ,·:,
diets.

The review of literature is divided into three

parts.

Part one is

~

review of the nutritional quality of

the diets of American teenagers.

Part two deals with food

hRbits, how they ara dcvelopad and how they can be changed.
Part t hree focuses on the teaching of

nu~rition

to others

as a promising 1r1eans of facilitating · change in dietary

habits.
Diets uf A~erica~ Teenagers
------·
· ----------------------·----·----- ·- ·
For nearly half a century) evidence has been
ac.cumulu.lin~ Jn

nutrition laboratories throughout the world

which s?'2o,.vs t hat the growth of the young of all species and
their ultimate size are dependent in large measu re upon the
nut :z· )tion n.t v ~•.:!.'.i.ous stages throughout thei r

life span.

Als\J affected by nutrition are the structure of the bones
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and teeth, the ability to withstand infection, the attainment of physical vigor and the length of life (Martin,
1954).
More than two decades ago, Martin (1954) noted that
dieta ry deficiency diseases, as such, were no longer a

major nutrition problem but that other ·nutrition problems
remained.
The evidence is substantial that a large
segment of our people a re skating on thin
ice nut ritionally . While their intake of
nutri ents now is sufficient to prevent
overt evidence of - vitamin and mineral
deficiency, they have little margin of
safety in their tissue st6res to resist
nutritional stresses incident to disease
or to periods of temporary unbalance or
short ages in their diets. (p. 8)
Historically, dietary studies on groups of children

at various ages show wide gaps between actual dietary in-

t akes an d

reco~~ended

amounts .

Martin (1954) found child-

ren's meals to be low in foods rich in ascorbic acid,
not ably

cit ~us

fruits and tomatoes and their juices, and

other raw vegetables and fruits .
A study by Brown, Bergan and Murgo (1979) gave
evidence that dietary improvements have not resulted despite
increased emph a sis on needed changes.

In their ·study, a

di0t was considered low in a specific nutrient if it con~ained less

than 67 per cent of the RDA for that nutrient.

Allowances for ascorbic acid were found to be adequat e but
several other n11trients were deficient.

None of th e fe males
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met the allowance for iron and 92 per cent had low iron
intakes.

Sixty-one per cent of these females had intakes

below 50 per cent of the RDA.

The average iron intake of

the male was alPo less than . 67 per cent of the RDA. Adequate amounts of calcium were consumed by the majority of
males, but approximately 50 per cent of the females had
low intakes.

Over 50 per

~ent

of the subjects in this

study consumed diets low in vitamin A.

Only six per cent

of the females met the allowance for energy each day, while

74 per cent of the males consumed adequate runounts.

Wit~

the greater variety of foods now ·available, one wonders
why there have been no notable improvements i n dietary
intak e~.

Davis, Gershoff, and Gamble (Henderson, 1972) reviewed surveys of nutritional adequacy done by nongovernmental agencies between 1950 and 1965 and found that the
nutritional value of the diet had sl'ipped perceptibly in
that ttwe span .
~vail a ble,

In vi e w of the greater variety of foods

it seemed that the cause of deterioration was

the increased opportunity to make selection errors.

A :::1umber of eating practices other than inadequacy
of int ake contribute, directly or indirectly, to insufficient diets.
hurry.

One of the most serious problems i

that of

Many teenagers spend a good deal of time away from

home, 1..hus eating many of their meals and snacks ' 'on the
run' ' .

This food is often obtained from vending machines,
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soft drink machines or fast-food establishments.

The out-

come is serious when the nutritive quality of the diet is
affected, that is, when the hasty _meals routinely consist
of foods which contribute ltttle in nutrient or satiety
val ue and the total food intake for the day is thereby
rendered inadequate (Picardi and Parise:r, 1975).
Eating between

mea~s

may also tend to reduce both

the quantity and quality of the day's food intake.

Per-

haps the most common effect of constant nibbling is to cut

down on the day's consumption of protective foods and thus
reduce nutrien t

intakes (Martin, i954).

Candy and all other concentrated swee ·ts may

contri~

bute to malnutrit ion in two chief ways: 1) when just enough
is eaten to spoil the appetite for regular meals and
particularly for the foods which should . make up the main
part of a c hild's diet, and 2) when sufficient quantities
of sweets are eaten to actually displace the more nutritious
for..)ds.

Dvcrus·2 of soft drinks and stimulating beverages

may also afft)Ct

nut:~i t

ion untavorably.

The mor::;·t serious

consequenc.e to children is tbe d2crease in their mtlk
· n.
C, OI1C"t'nr:
- ...., \, •. . J ·t'·. l·. C)

,-

~f<:"'I't
..
\)U
.A.

l. 11

'

°~4· )

"1
.1.. " ' '--

•

'fecnage girls have been berated by any nutritionist

who has included subjects of this age in the study of
d.i.eta r·y habit~~ (McWilliams, 1975).

The common problem for

tlle teen~.tg·(~! gl. .t ·l is llsually that of f:1lfilJ.ing the b ody's
nu.tr j

t

'ion a1. :r:cqu :i. rements without <.·on sum in g an exf~essi ve
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quantity of calories.

Two factors complicate the achieve-

ment of good nutrition by the female adolescent: a penchant
for snacks and a preoccupation with being thin.

Teenagers

like to get together and snacks are an important part of
their parties and informal gatherings.
sUch times are typically hjgh in

The foods served at

calori~s

and low in nutri-

ents (McW illiams, 1975).
Another problem that may lead to poor nutrition is
inadequate knowledge of nutrition and lack of appreciation
of the value of good dietary habits.

Studies testing the

nutrition knowledge and misconceptions of elementary and

high school. students have consistently shown a low level
of

kno~N1ed ge

among these groups (Wodarski,

Wod arski, 1980).

Teenagers frequently

ha~e

Adelson, Todd· and
little under-

standi ng of what nutrients are contained in different foods

and the rol e of the various nutrients in their bodies
(M(~Will i

f;s.ms,

1975).

When a person does not understand

basic nutrition principles and is unaware of the nutritional
contrihation of various foods,

it is difficult to choose

foods that supp~:_y all the body's needs, and deficiency
condi tions may gr-a.dua.lly develop.
The achiev2mer~ t ef good nutrition for all infants
and children dux·ing the growing years is a goal o f

cance for the entire world.

signifi --

The ultimate goal should be to

help eac h person achieve the informatJon and motivation to
S(~lc. ct fooc~s v1Dich 8.re nuti·iti.onally adequate~
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Factors Involved in Formation of Di etary Habits

Why people accept some foods while rejecting others
has been studied by several authors (Cussler and DeGive, .
1952; Hambur ger, 1953 ; Johnson, 1965; Lee, 1957; Marshall,
1972; Martin, 1963; Moore, 1957).

This phenomenon becomes

importan t when it affects the nutritional well-being of

the person s making the foo4 selections, particularly those
wh':'• B.re going through periods of rapid growth.

'rhe b asis of food habits o f the individual in norr.1al
circumstances lies in part in the pleasurable and disagr 0 eabl e sensati ons associated with

s~ecific

such as temperature, taste, flavor,

qualities of food,

texture and appearance.

If no cultural group existed these qualities would presumably be the sole conditions of food choice (Cussler and
DeGive, 1952).
Textu re s eems to have great significance in food
choice.

Some factors of texture which are disliked seem to

be dryness ·' mushi.ness,

and hardness .

coarseness,

-4-

~,aug

h ness,

.
. e ss,
s t rlng1n

Preferred texture~; seem to be moistness,

softnes s , and crispness.
to be important.

A variety of textures also seem

Contrast in texture seems to play a part

in the foods which are usually served in pairs.

Contrasts

in color may also have an effect in making a meal more
app E"~t

izing.

It seems possible that foods whose appearance

·
g1· ve an impr ess:tou
of

troubl ~
....

.J_:n

!~reparation
,~

.
tizing (Cu ssler and De G1ve
, ..~ g-0)
o~ ·

are more apr_
; e1:
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Inf~:~~ences

of Parents a!?d Society.

By the time a

child enter.3 school, he/she already has a well-developed
pattern of

eatin~,

based on food habits that have been
The groundwork £or these habits, good

forming since birth.

and bad has been laid in the home (Martin, 1963).

Child-

ren's food habits are inseparable from family food habits,
which are, in

~urn,

deeply _rooted in racial, religious,

and family practices.
The way in which a parent controls the eating
habits of children is of great importance.

Display of

personal food dislikes to childreri or forcing children to
eat foods disliked in order to set a good example are modes
of control.

Enticing the family to eat foods thought to be

good for them or catering to their food preferences are
other method s by which eating habits are controlled.

Food

may be used as a system of reward and punishment (Cussler
and DeGivc, 1952).

All of these actions play a part in the

dev2lopment of the child's food habits.
The more ways fo od is used for purposes other than

hearty enjoymen t , the greater the danger that children will
develop undesirable eating habits (Marshall, 1972).

For

example, the child who is given candy as a reward for good
behavior may place undue emphasis upon candy as an especial-

ly desirabl e food.

The child who is given a sweet dessert

only after cleaning h is /her plate may learn that dessert is
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a reward obtained for completion of a task.

The child who

is not allowed to eat a meal after misbehaving learns to
attach great emotional meaning to food.

In these ways

children learn to equate foqd with a system of reward and
punishmen t

rather than the quality of the food itself.

As

a result, they may continue to use food · as their personal
reward system -throughout

l~fe

which could possibly lead to

obesity, but will more likely result in the eating of those
foods which are not necessarily nutritious in place of the
prot ective foods.
Food habits have the strehgth of tradition behind

therr1.

Therefore it is not surprising that the types of

food considered edible and methods used in food preparation
are d8eply embedded in each culture (Marshall, 1972).

In

order to change food habits successfully, something must be
known about the food traditions of the given culture.
Every society has developed traditional ways of
conduct ing the activities connected with food .

Marshall

(_1H72) notes that: how food is aequired, which foods are
::>ele cted for consumption, how they arc pj:·epa:red for eatiug,

who ea_ts th err:, with whorn, when, hon; and in what quantity
they- a1·c eaten are food behaviors developed throughout the

histor y of a society and adapted by each succeeding genera-

tion.
Our culture influences food selection
of ways.

Il

iJl

~ var iety

di.e ta·i~ es wh€n to have an appetltc for specific

___ - -

..... ••• • - - - .,.. • . . . , , ,

I

I~P\.

P"

I

foods, such as breakfast foods.

It tells whether or not

one shall satisfy his appetite, as in the case of dieting.
In this country, the influence on . speed and efficiency
through6ub the culture has affected dietary choice, as
evidenc ed by the prevalence of sandwiches.

The kind of

food appropriate to different occasions · during the year
is also culturally patterned (Lee,

1957)~

Certain foods

have been especially suitable for children as distinguished
from those suitable for adults.

Distinctions have been

made between men's food and women's food (Cussler and
DeGive~

1952).
Much of our learning about foods consists of the

development of habjts that conform to a society's customs
and is tied to our judgement of what is good or bad, right
or wrong.

Each society develops a list . of acceptable foods

and decj.rles which foods will be important.

Traditions

re garding who may properly eat particular food items, the
time and frequency of eating, the number and status of the
indivi duals who eat together, and the ceremonial use of food
are all culturally approved (Marshall, 1972).
~.:'!!9._t ion_? 1 . Fa ctors.

to food.

All people respond emotionally

The nature and strength of the response depends

upon past experiences.

For very young babies, food is

associated with the relief of bodily discomfort and comforting bodily contact (.Marshall, 1972).

Since this is the
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method by which babies perceive love and affection

one can

see that a deep emotional attachment to food begins at a
very early age.

Also, since the

~nfant

is fully dependent

on parents or other adults for a long period of time, he/
she is at the mercy of their food habits.
Positive and negative feelings have grown up about
certain food items.

Taboo~

are relaxed only in times of

disaster, particularly famine.

A positive attitude is

usually associated with foods that are used to mark the
passage from one state of 1·ife into another, such as
bapt ism, weddings, funerals, and 6ther ceremonies (Cussler
and DeGive , 1952).
Food and eating are looked upon as symbolizing
interpersonal acceptance, friendliness, sociability and
warmth.

To express rapport and communion, we urge one

anoth er to ent.

We accept food best

is very de 8p .

our fr l ends.

The association of eating and friendship

.'ie ntost

1

f~om

those we consider

enjoy eating with people who are

close and emotionally desirable to us.

To some extent we

di.strust the food gi vP-n us by str?.ngers, especially if they

are real or potential enemies (Moore, 1957).
Influenc es of Industry.

One cultural fact or in the

United States that contributes to food selection is pressure
from Clmpetitive advertising of the food industry.

Addition

of new food is o f ten made because of nutritional claims,
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real or implied.

Health benefj_ts are frequently promoted

in a way which leads to ready acceptance by the population.
Advertise rs utilize what

th~

consumer already knows and

believes and attempts to convince consumers in these terms
that the product is better than the one now being used
(Johnson> 1965).

Consumer acceptance ot the new food often

results in displacement of -a food already in the diet.
Consumers need to evaluate the nutritional benefits available from each food before mak.ing diet changes.
Ou~

culture is experiencing greater monotony in

food choice.

There is more eating away from home and more

foods coming into the home ready-prepared.

This means we

are eating more standardized, mass-produced items, which ·
limits the possibility for new food

exper~ences.

We eat

the same foods prepared in the same way. over and over, and
this tene s to accentuate a natural disinclination toward
unfamil iar food items.

This is in o~position to the fact

that the more o 1)portunity a person has to experience a wide
variety of foods provided in a wide variety of situations,
the more readily any available foods are accepted (Marshall,
1972)

Percepti ons of whether or not a food is pleasurable
is a complex of all past experiences, both sociocultural
and sensory.
or disliking.

Reaction is expressed as a degtee of liking
Food liked very much becomes the prefer0nce,

and will tl:ud to be ehosen if available (Marshall, 1972).
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Difficulties in Changing Dietary Habits
A wide variety of factors play a part in the foods
selected for consumption by . an individual within a society.

A single factor causing any ·person to accept or reject a
particular food item avajlable would be impossible to
isolate.
By adolescence,

eating patterns are well estab-

lished according to the cultural influences and personal
ex:rer i01 1 ces an tndi vidual has encountered.

Eating what one

wishes has become a symbol of increasing independence w · th
incre asing maturity.

This fact has important implications

for any program attemptiJE to change food habits (Marshall,
1972).
Chan ges in interests and concerns brought about by
incre asing maturity are usually reflected in some alteration

of atti tudes and habits in regard to food.

Teenagers are

aware that they c.an use food to help· them achieve some of

the things they want, and they are receptive to concerned
assistanc e in learning how to use foods to those ends

(Marshall, 1972).

For example, a wrestler may go on a

weight :r.eduetion diet in order to make a certain weight
class.

Young p e ople of all ages are interested in nutri-

tion :ti it relates t o them at their stage of cleve l opment.
They want to understand . what is happening to their own

bodies as they mature into adult!ood (Marshall, 1972).
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Because food habits have emotional connotations

they are particularly resistant to change.
c hange is normal.

'

Resistance to

c~ange

their habits slowly

u nless immediate benefits are evident.

Change slows to an

Human beings

a lmost imperceptible rate when it deals with daily patterns
o f living, such as eating practices, be6ause potential
future gains are so often obscured by the immediate rewards
of not changing (Marshall, 1972).
When dealing with a change in food habits, one must
remember that food habits ·are complex, deep;....seated and
resistant to change.

However, c~anges can be made if the

r easons for change are relevant to the life stage of the
persons involved and if they are not in opposition to exist-

ing cultural food patter n s.

Hamburger (1958) emphasized

that people who resist dietary change should not be pres-

sured, threatened, or

ma~e

follow the recominendat ions.

to feel guilty if they cannot
An attempt must also be made

to expose persons to a wider variety of foods in pleasant,
c omfortable situations.
Fac i 1 it at i 1]_§ Learn in_g Throu g h Teaching Othe rs

Increasingly, nutrition educators are concerned

ab out the lack of application of nutrition knowledg e gained
i n the classroom.

Poolton (1972) found this concern voiced

b y instructors in her study of the effectiveness of the

Basic Four food groups and the conceptual approach used in
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the teaching of nutrition.
study commented: ·

One teac.her in the Poolton

"In my observations of the teenagers' own

eating habits, there still seems to be a gap between what .
they learn they should eat and what they actually include in
their everyday diets" (p. llO).

A second teacher added that

"A few ca.n recognize the difference enough to want to do

something about it--but most do not actually break the
habit of soft drinks, hamburgers, fried foods ... " (p. 110).
Many who are well informed retain very faulty dietary habits ,
and · misinformation seems to have more impact than· accu:ra· e

material in influencing food choices (Guthrie, 1978).
Informat ion alone is often not enough to cause a
person to improve eating habits and thus the nutritional ·
state.

The chal lenge for nutrition educators is to find

ways in addition to providing information to change the
behavior of those who are acting on the information they
have (Guthrie, 1978).

Current methods of nutrition educa-

tion have not proved as effective as they need to be.
Teaching nutrition to secondary students requires
great skill and a knowledge of the way adolescents think
and act.

Interest in nutrition is not usually shown by

adole scents unless they can see how it serves their own
special net:.ds.

Boys are particularly interested i

physical

developme ni., strength and athletics.

Girls are interested

i.n per son·~ l appearance and grooming.

At this age hoth arc

increasingly c o ncerned with personality as i t make s them
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more acceptable to their own age groups and enhances their
ability to obtain jobs (Martin, 1954).
Nutrition education depends on communication--by
word, deed and example,

soft~sell,

hard sell and motivation.

It also depends on facts and ideas that are sent through
the communication process ( J~evert on, 1967) .

Nutrition

education must be related to some action, . and not to the
storage of scientific information.

Too often nutrition

education is presented merely . as a means for transmitting
isolated facts (Johnson, 1965).
Education must arouse interest and stimulate thinking.

Inasmuch as adolescents have a short attention span,

they should have a variety of experiences to stimulate
their interest (Carruth and Foree, 1971) .

Successful learn-

ing experiences come from involvement in an activity with
meaning, and therefore purpose, for the individual.

Mean-

ing and purpose in learning will help prevent or overcome
''avoidance" behavior related to disinterest (Pool ton, 1972).
Student s getting involved in education through the
process of teaching others is one method which shows _. promise as a means for increased learning.

In a study by

Csapo (1976), students were used as reading tutors in an

attempt to improve their own reading abilities.

The tutors

were students whose reading levels were three to five years
behind the age grade expectancy level.

The results indi-

cated that both the helpers and the receivers of the help
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benefitted from the experience.

Both groups showed increas-

es in the number or words read correctly per minute and the
number of words read correct.ly on. the standardized reading
test used in the study.

A similar study in spelling by

Dineen, Clark and Risley (1977) also showed favorable results.

Tutoring a peer increased the subjects' spelling

accuracy nearly as much as being tutored by a peer.
Progr ams using students as teachers have also been
adap te d to the area of nutritiqn.

The experience of apply-

ing nutrition knowledge in.teaching another person has
increased student interest and involvement and improved the

abj.lity of students to apply nutrition knowledge in new
situations (Mills, 1972).
Shoup (1975) utilized such a
and

seni~r

tech~ique

with junior

hi gh school students in Somers, Connecticut.

Teens made choices as to the topics to be taught.

Each

team of students \vrote their own set · of objectives and
planned related activities, with guidance from the teach er.
They were encouraged to use little or no lecture but to involve their "students" in learning activities.

Teens were

checked regularly the week before, the morning of, and
immedi ately following each lesson for extent of preparat ion.
As evidenc ed by a food rating chart administered a t

the be-

ginning and end of the project, their attitudes toward foods
appear to hav e been influenced in an encouraging manner.
Scores on tests of nutrition knowledge also improved.

A
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student involved in a project of teaching nutrition to
peers said that in recognizing some poor food habits in
others she was bett er able to see and deal with her own
poor habits (Mills, 1972).

Another student involved in a

program of gaining nutrition information through discovery
learning stated, "I enjoyed being able to learn about nutrition without having to read or be lectured to.

We

were able to learn by finding out for ourselves in a way
we all enjoyed" (Spitze, 1976, . P· 61).
Nutrit ion educatiori which is merely the transmission of fac ts from teacher to student with no resulting
change in actual eating habits must be avoided.
needs to be made more relevant to the student.

Nutrition
Evidence

suggest s that one way of doing this is by getting students
actively involved in their own learning _ program.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the study was to determine whether
teenage diets would improve as a result of involving the
teenagers in their own instruction through the process of
teaching others.

Students

~eveloped

their own lessons for

instruction of elementary students and were also responsible
for keeping records of food eaten both prior to and following the experiment.

The process by which the study was

developed will be covered in this· chapter.
~elect

ion ?.}--.£ ~~-~~~p!e
Schools participating in the study were selected

from a list of South Dakota schools having secondary home
economics departments teaching semester nutrition courses.
The list was obtained from the South Dakota State Supervisor
of Vocational Home Economics.

All home economics depart-

ment a offerin g such programs were asked to particip a te in
the study .

Two of the fourteen eligible schools contacted

agreed to participate.

One of these schcols later had to

be dropp ed because they djd not complete the final dietary.

A second appeal involving a personal contact failed to
produce additional teachers willing to participate in the
study. . Since the number of subjects was not suff j_cient,
the r es·.::-a.rehcr decided to include hci' own classes in the
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study.

Total numbers consisted of 11 students from

Canistota High School and 32 students from Freeman High
School.

All of the subjects. were . females e
Students in each of the two participating schools

were · randomly divided into two groups.

Red and black

checkers were drawn in order to produce random assignment.
of groups.

Each group consisted on one-half of the usual

clas s section.

Both groups were involved in the instruction

of elementary students.

The

e~perimental

group taught

nutri tion to elementary sttidents while the control group
taught

another health related concept.

A coin was flipped

to randomly determine which group taught the nutrition
concep t .
Inst rumentation
Students involved in the study were enrolled in
nutrit ion courses one semester in length.

As part of the

course conten t, the students were involved in teaching two
lessons of approximately thirty minutes each to element ary
students.

Teachers of the high school students enrolled

in nutrition classes were instructed that students should
be familiar with the Basic Four food groups and the varia s
nutrient s found ln foods in order to knowledgeably p resent
information to younger subjects.
· Student s in both the experimental and the control

· lct to compl0tc
thl"C· ~
group s wer e requ lre
~
- consecutive 24-hour
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recalls of food consumption prior to planning the lessons
their group would be teaching.

Following the elementary

school presentations, all pupils $Ubmitted a second set of·
three 24-hour recalls to ascertain if there were differences
in eating habits after participating in the teaching experience.

The time lapse between the collecting of the

first dietary and the second was approximately one month.
Data was extracte d from the dietaries using food
record forms (s ee Appendix A) • .

The food records were coded

for analysi s through the use of a system designed by the
Consumer and Food Economics Institute (Nutritive Value of
Foods, 1971).
coding.

Figure 1 illustrates the information used for

Servin g sizes had been indicated by the students

using common household measurements as references .

When

coding, the number assigned to a food in the bulletin was
recorded

'

as well as the decimal fraction of the size

portion as indicated in the

bulletin~

For example, one-half

cnp of whole milk consumed would be coded as 001 (t he
number ass:i.gned to the food) and . 05 (the decimal fraction
of the serving size listed in the chart).

For foods that

were not included in the bulletin a similar food or the
ingred ie nts were used.

Thus, a milk drink made by blending

one cup of milk with a banana would be coded as 001 for the
milk anli 1.0 for the serving size of milk as well as the
food id entification number and serving size for on e banana .
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Chart of Nutritive Values
used for Coding the Diet~ries
(Consumer and Food Economics Institute, 1971)
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The nutrients contained in each food item had been previous-

ly recorded on computer tapes and did not require coding.
Design
An att empt was made to approximate ths true experimental design.

However, all variables could not be con-

trolled, resulting in a study of quasi-experimental design.
The selection of schools involved in the study was on a
voluntary basis rather than random selection.
those instructor s cooperating

i~

positive attitudes toward the

tea~hing

classroom.

Possibly,

the study already had
of nutrition in the

This attitude might influence teaching style and

have an effect on students acceptance of classroom material.
Instructor s' individual teaching styles were not taken into
account, which could have an effect on

th~

lessons the

students prepared for teaching and previous nutrition
knowledge accumulated.
As first conceived, the intention of the

researche~

was to develop teaching aids which would be an alternative
to the lecture-discuss ion methods commonly used in the
teach ing of nutrition classes.

Upon further investigation,

it was discover ed that a wide variety of excellent material
was cu rrently available for use by nutrition instru ct ors.
The research er felt that the existing materials could be
used to in volve students more fully in the classroom
instruction.

One ~eneral ].earning principle is that the
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greater the involvement in learning, the more likely the
learning is to endure.

The researcher felt that students'

preparation and teaching of nutrition lessons would enable·
them to become more interested in and concerned about their
own nutritional practices.

Thus, the study was designed to

have secondary students teach elementary . students.
Prior to the experiment, a pilot study was performed using the researcher 7 s home economics classes not
involved in the final study.

Students planned one lesson

and presented it to elementary students.

As a result of

information gained from the pilot " study, two major changes
were made in the study design.

In order to facilitate

accuracy in the recording of dietaries, a display of household . containers was made available to students to aid in
estimatin g size of servings.
h~lp

Students were given additional

in planning lessons for the elementary age level, as

the lesson taught in the pilo t study was quite advanced for
the elementary students.
Structu re of Lessons.

Randomly selected groups of

students were given responsibility for planning and preparing two lessons to be taught at the elementary level.
The classroom teacher offered suggestions for possible
topics to both groups and provided information on sources
of teachin g materials.
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The students used some classroom time in preparing
the lessons, with the remaining preparation being done as
homework.

Students worked as a group in selecting the

teaching topic and preparing the lessons, assigning individuals within the group responsibility for a segment of the
presentation.

The classroom teacher wor~ed indivjdually

with each student to check for appropriateness of the subject matter for the age level of the elementary students and
for accuracy of content.
Student groups chose teaching topics from several
areas.

The most commonly used topics of the experimental

groups were "Dairy Foods in the Diet", "Choosing Good
Snacks", "Selecting Foods from the Basic Four Food Groups"
and "Eating Breakfast".

Control groups chose topics of

"Tooth Care", "The Importance of Cleanliness' ' and "Physical
Fitness".
Students were encouraged to tise a variety of teaching techniques in their presentations.
lesson was presented by lecture.

Very little o f the

Methods used were puppet

shows, songs and rhymes, short plays, flannel boards, filmstrips and demonstration s .

The elementary children were

involved in the lessons through scavenger hunts, question
and answer periods, food preparation, game playing and

volun ta~y participation as demonstration models. Students
developed their own lesson materials and prepared food
sampl es or obtain e d sample i terns, such as toothb:!:· ushes, from
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local sources.

The student lessons were checked several

times prior to their presentation to make certain the information b eing presented was accurate and that the lessons
were prepared well enough to progress smoothly.
Each l esson was approximately thirty to forty
minutes long with the majority of the time being student
presentat ions of one form or, another.

The remainder of the

time involved elementary student participat ion.

Each

group of student s presented two separate le s sons one week
apart to the elementary children.

In order to present a

le sson, students had to obtain aricurate information about
the topic they chose to teach.

They were acquiring nutrition

information through their own initiative which would nor- ·
mally hav e been teacher presented.
Hypo_thes is.
formulated:

The following null hypothesis was

There is no significant difference in teenagers

eating habi ts as a result of involving them in their own
nutri tion studies through the process of teaching nutrit ion
concepts to others.
D ~t~ Analysis.

With all of the data collected,

the dietaries were coded and the data was punched on tabulating c ards .

All data was coded by the researcher and an

· of vnr1ance
·
between
analys 1s
was compu tea· on mean chanrres
s
pre- and post-test scores.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The goal of the experiment was for subjects to obtain an increase in food and nutrient intake as a result
of teachin g nutrition lessons to younger students.

The

nutri ents of primary concern, were those found to be commonly low in teenage diets by previous studies , that is, irons
calcium and vitamin A.

All major nutrients were included

in the study to ascertain whether nutrients other than
iron, cal cium and vitamin A were deficient in the diets of
teenagers involved in the study.
Re commended Dietary Allowances (RDA) ( Nutr itive
Value of Foods, 1976) were used as the standard by which
to judge the nutritional adequacy of the diets prior to
and following the teaching experiment.

The RDA's used

as

shown in Figure 2, were for girls age 14 to 16, as all the
subjects involved in this study were females in this age
grouTJ.
Calories
Protein
Calcium

Iron
Vitamin A
Thiamin
Riboflavin
Niacin
Ascorbic Acid

2100
48
1200
18
4000
1.1
1.4
14
45

g
mg
mg

IU
rng

mg
mg
mg

Figure 2
RDA's of Girls, Ages 14 to 16
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Mean scores on the pre-test dietary analysis revealed that the subjects were most deficient in iron,
followed by calc ium, thiamin .and yitamin A.
ciencies

vari~d

These defi-

from 9.10 milligrams (fifty per cent) for

iron in the experimental group to 3085.10 International
Units (seventy-·seven per cent) for vitamin A in the control
group.

Pos t-test scores showed iron to be the most defi-

cient at 8.87 milligrams for the experiment al group and
8.87 millig rams for the control . group (forty-nine per cent).
Vitamin A consumption increased to 3276.76 International
Units (eighty-one per cent) for the experimental group but
declined to 731.30 International Units (sixty-three per
c ent) for the control group.

Calcium consumption decreased

for both groups, while thiamin consumption increased for
both groups.

Subjects in both groups consumed well above

th e minimum RDA for the nutrients riboflavin , protein and
ascorbic acid.

This data supports findings from previous

stud ies for nutrients most commonly found deficient in
teenage diets.

Actual nutrient consumption by the experi-

mental and control groups is found in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Pre- and Post-test Scores
for Individual Nutrients,
Experimental Group (Group ll ·

Nutrient~

Minimum

Mean
Calories

Post-test

Pre-test

RDA

2100

Maximum

1859.35

965

2820

Mean

1853.35

Minimum

Maximum

917

2888

33

104

Protein

48

g

69.78

29

101

Calcium

1200

mg

868.61

243

1502

773.22

216

1367

18

mg

9.04

4

14

8.87

5

15

4000

IU

3395.40

1171

7816

3276.70

675

12737

Thiamin

1.1 mg

.87

0

1

1.04

0

2

Riboflavin

1.4 mg

1.57

1 ·

2

1.57

1

2

23

13.48

7

21

73.57

11

257

Iron
Vitamin A

Niacin

14

mg

12.22

5

Ascorbic acid

45

mg

68.96

22

N

=

127

68

23
CIJ
CIJ

Table 2. Pre- and Post-test Scores
for Individual Nutrients,
Control Group (Group 2)

Nutrients

Minimum

Mean

Calories

Post-test

Pre-test

PJ)A

2100

Maximum

1959.50

736

2857

r-tean

1949.60

Minimum

Maximum

707

3482

28

122

252

· 1618

3

13

909

3245

Protein

48

g

75.20

27

113

Calcium

1200

mg

969.40

193

1893

18

mg

_9 .. 75

4

13

4000

IU

3085 .. 10

800

6749

Thiamin

1.1 mg

.85

0

1

1

0

2

Riboflavin

1.4 mg

1.75

3

1.5

1

3

16.3

5

30

66.40

9

259

Iron
Vitamin A

,

.L ·

Niacin

14

mg

12.95

4

19

Ascorbic acid

45

mg

77.80

16

171

N

12,2
751 .. 30
8.9
2131 .. 05

= 20
w
~
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A comparison of the pre-test scores showed the
control group having higher mean scores than the experimental group for all

nutrien~s

except vitamin A and thiamin.

The post-test mean scores for· the control group were
higher in calories, protein} iron, and niacin, while the
experimental group consumed larger amounts of calcium,
vitamin A, thiamin, riboflavin and ascorbic acid.
Table 3 shows mean differences between pre- and
post-test scores for each of
total calories.

th~

nutrients analyzed plus

Most nutrients showed decreases in con-

sumption when comparing pre- and

~ost-test

mean scores.

Students in school A consumed less total calories after
the teaching experiences, especially notable in the control

gr~il p .

The control group in this school also showed

large decreases in protein and ascorbic acid.

School B

student s decreased in consumption of vitamin A, especially
in the control group.

Ascorbic acid -and calcium consump-

tion was also lower in the control group of school B aft er
teaching the health related lessons.

Although none of

these decreases were significant, it is important to be
made aware of them.

In comparing experimental and control

groups for the above mentioned nutri~nts, it can be
noted that in all cases the control group decreases were
larger than those of the experimental group.

Table 3

Mean Change in Per cent RDA
Between Pre- and Post-test Scores
for Individual Nutrients

Nutrients

Total
Sample
Total

Schools A and B

School B

School A
Group 1

Group 2

Total

Group 1

Group 2

Group 1

Group 2

Calories

- 0.37

- 8.49

- 1.13

-17.33

- 2.42

0.01

5.15

- 0.28

- 0.47

Protein

- 6.44

-11.17

6.26

-32.10

- 4.81

- 7.15

- 2.16

- 3.65

- 9.64

Calcium

-11.97

- 4.98

- 1.62

- 9.00

- 4 . 38

- 8.33

-21.23

-6.58

-18.17

Iron

- 2.42

- 2.85

5.95

-13.41

- 2.27

- 2.87

- 1.59

- 0.57

- 4.55

Vitamin A

-12.73

13.68

26.04

- 1.14

-21. 81•

-13.21

-31.56

- 2.97

-23.95

12.00

9.06

18~38

- 2.12

13.01

14.49

11.33

15.50

7.97

- 5.33

- 0.77

6.37

_ . 9.35

- 6.89

- 0.44

-14.21

1.34

-12.99

15.55

- 9.78

1.46

-23.27

24.26

11.58

38.63

8.94

23.15

Ascorbic Acid - 6.47

-33.06

-24.17

-43.72

2.67

22.05

-19.29

9.99

-25.40

Thiamin
Riboflavin
Niacin

N

=
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Group 1 (Experimental) N
Group 2 (Control) N = 20

=

23

w

m
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Possible reasons for the

increas~s

in thiamin and niacin can be postulated.
niacin are B vitamins and are
a wide range of foods, such
dairy produc ts.

a~

fou~d

in consumption
Both thiamin and

in small quantities in

bread, cereals) meats and

Therefore, by consuming a larger variety

of foods, the student could easily increase consumption of
these two nutrien ts.

Nutrients which are confined to one

main type of food would be less likely to show changes.
For example, calcium is obtained almost entirely through
consumption of milk products.

If the student failed to

consume addi tional milk, cheese or other dairy products,
there would likely be no change in the record.
In part, individual nutrient decreases could be
relat ed to the decrease in calorie consumption.

Calorie

reduc tion is evidence of a decrease in total food consumption.

When food intake declines, individual nutrients must

also decltne.
The null hypothesis was that "there is no si gni ficant difference in teenager's eating habits as a result of
involvin g them in their own nutrition studies through the
proces s of teaching nutrition concepts to others''.

The

procedure used to test the hypothesis was analysis of
variance.

Changes in mean per cent of nutrient intake

between the pre- and post-test were analyzed.

No signifi-

cant differ ences were found between the experimental group
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and the control group.

Therefore the null hypothesis was

not rejected.
Analysis of variance . did ~how a significant change
in schools and a significant interaction between school and
group for niacin intake (see Table 4).

A closer look at

the mean changes for niacin (Table 3) reveals that though
there was an overall increase, it was largely attributable
to a change in the control group (23.15 per cent) rather
than the experimental group

(8~94

per cent).

Table 4
Analysis of Variance Summary
for the Dependent Variable,
Change Niacin Intake

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

School

1

9372.941*

Group

1

2050.391

School X Group

1

5447.844*

Residu al

39

1319.961

. *significant at the .05 level
One must ask why such sporadic changes occurred.
l·n changing food habits formed over a
t
The great diff icul-y
lifetime must be taken into account.

Marshall (1972)

states that food habits are particularly resistant to
.
.
1
chan ge becal.ls E' <>f the emotional connotatlons 1nvo veu.
~
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Students may have learned about nutrition well enough to
teach it, but not well enough to change their attitudes
toward food consumption.

Secondly, these students are at ·a

very healthy, energetic stage of their life.

They may not

be able to comprehend the long-term effect of poor nutrition
due to the fact that their .eating habits seem to have no
ill effect on their health at the present · time.
peer pressure has a
years.

grea~

Also,

influence on students in the teen

A young person in a group of peers might find it

difficult to reject potato chips and soda pop in favor o
a piece of fruit and a glass of milk.
Since students were involved in the project for
only about one month, they may not have had enough time to
fully assimilate nutrition knowledge to the point that eating habits were affected.

Although they were given basic

nutrition informati on prior to teaching their lessons and
found more information about nutrition on their own in preparing the lessons, the information may have been presented
over too short a time period to leave a lasting impression.
The tool used in the collection of data may not be
totally accurate.

A number of studies have been performed

to determine the accuracy of the 24-hour recall.

Di etary

studies are used to determine the sources and amounts of
nutrients consumed.

According to Christakis (1973) there

are sev eral reasons why short term dietary studies have
their lj_mitations.

These include the skill of the history
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taker, the degree of cooperation and memory of the subject,
and the inadequacy of short-term studies which may not
reflect total nutrient intake· over longer periods .
Most individuals cannot accurately recall food
intakes beyond twenty-four hours.
d iffer from other days.
may be present.
serving size.

Week-end or holiday meals

Seasonal variations in consumption

Subjects may have difficulty in estimating
If the subject is forewarned, taking a food

record may cause her/him to change eating habits
(Christakis, 1973).

All of these factors may affect

th~·

a ccuracy of the food record.
A study by Young, Hagan, Tucker and Foster (1952)
showed that the 24-hour recall did not give the same estimate of intake for the individual as the diet history,
however

'

the 24-hour recall could be used interchangeably

with the seven day record.

Thus, keeping dietaries for

l onger periods of time on random day~ may have given a
more accurate picture of nutrient intake.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The objective of the study was to improve the eating
habits of teenage students through the process of teaching
nutrit ion lessons to others.

The underlying theory was

that the need for eating a nutritionally sound diet would
become more relevant to students if they were involved in
their own nutrition education. · ·
The entire experiment consisted of a three day
dietary collected prior to the lessons, the planning and
presen tation of student lessons to younger students, and
a three day dietary collected following the lessons.

The

time lapse of the entire experiment was approximately one
month from the collecting of the first dietary to the
coll ecting of the last dietary.

Lessons were planned and

pres ented by the students with guidance from their nutrition instructors.

Forty-three female students, twen ~ y -

thre e in the experimental group and twenty in the control
group , from Canistota and Freeman High Schools in South
Dako ta parti.cipat e d in the study.
Significant impvovement in nutrient intake wa s not
found for any nutrient.

While thiamin, riboflavin, niacin

and ascorbic acid increased for the experimental group as
. 1
e
a~ w1o
l

an

d 1ron,
·
protAin
and vitamin A showed increases in
-
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the experimental group of one of the schools , no changes
.:>
were shown to a significant degree.
The following suggestions or revisions are recommended for improvement of the · study: .

1.

Involve a larger number of students in the

2.

Have students

study.
te~ch

more than two lessons to

younger students.
3.

Collect an additional series of 24-hour

recalls a period of time after completion of the study i1
order to ascertain whether
4.

change~

are short or long term.

Use a form of dietary record collection other

than the 24-hour recall.
5.

Participate in classroom follow-up activities

for reinforc ement of nutrition education .
. 6.

Involve students in teaching activities for a

longer pe riod of time.
The following areas of research are

reco~nen ded

for further study:
1.

Develop a similar program, with students teach-

ing others only a couple of years younger than themselves,
rather than five to seven years younger.

The students

would thus be presenting materials closer to their own
level of comprehension.

The more difficult information may

have mo r e dietary relevance.
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2.

Compare the method of involving students in

their own nutrition instruction through the instruction
of others with another method of
education.

~elf-instructed

nutrition
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Food Consumption Record
Name

Sex

----------·----------------------School
-------------------------------

M

F

Class

Date

-----

9

10

11

12

Remember to write down EVERYTHING YOU ATE! AND DRANK from the time you
got up yesterday morning, until the time you got up this morning.
You
do not need to write down the amount of water you drank during the day,
but do remember such things as:
Milk or sugar on your cereal
Butter or jelly on your bread or toast
Frosting on your cake
Soda pop , . Kool-aid, Fizzies, etc.
Vitamin pills (if you take them)

After I got up yesterday morning
and before break fast , I ate and
drank

-

For breakfast yesterday morning,
I . ate and drank

Between breakfast and my noon
meal yesterday, I ate and drank

For my noon meal yesterday, I ate
and drank

Amount Eaten
DO NOT
or Drunk
WRITE HE RE

Kind of
· Food & Drink
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Kind of
Food & Drink
noon meal (.continued)

Between my noon meal and my
evening meal yesterday, I ate ·
and drank

For my evening meal yesterday
I ate and drar.k

B etwe•:.n my evening meal and the

time I \vent to bed last night
~ ate and drank

A fter I went to bed and before
I got up this morr.ing, I ate
a nd drank

·-

Amount Eaten
or Drunk

DO NOT
WRITE, HERE

APPENDIX B

APPENDIX B
Table 5. Analysis of Variance Summary
for Changes in Nutrient Intake

Group

School

Nutrient

-2

df

X

df

Residual

School x Grou;e
-2

X

-2

df

X

df

-2

X

Calories

1

975.688

1

1.013

1

925.294

39

715.163

Protein

l

340.658

1

393.075

l

3818.299

39

1992.147

Calcium

l

698.390

1

1411.142

1

61.745

39

1032.659

Iron

l

3.304

l

169.551

1;

865.173

39

216.492

Vitamin A

1

10140.887

l

4539.563

1

158.203

39 -

Thiamin

1

134.608

1

613.942

1

611.411

39

704.224

Riboflavin

l

286.460

1

2177.204

1

7.691

39

1749.912

Niacin

1

9372.941

1

2050.391

1

5447.844

39

1319c961

1-\scorbic acid

1

10748.688

1

13696.031

1

965.299

39

21466.281

df
-2
X

3789.926

= degrees of freedom
= mean square
~

\0

